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In 1992, state officials in Salvador, Bahia, co‐
ordinated the forced removal of around four
thousand residents from the Pelourinho/Maciel
neighborhood (p. 23).[1] That historic district, lo‐
cated at the geographical core of Salvador and
named for the punishment instrument (pillory)
long situated within it, was then knee-deep in a
cultural heritage project bankrolled by Brazilian
and international patrimonial institutions. The ef‐
fort seemed to mark the apogee of more than a
century of elite and official efforts to define the
place as exceptional. While the details shifted
across generations, that specialness concerned the
district’s supposed dual nature as deviant, danger‐
ous, and backward, on the one hand, and the spa‐
tialized essence of Afro-Brazilianness, on the oth‐
er. The UNESCO-backed, Bahian-led preservation
initiative of the 1990s and early 2000s brought
that contradiction to a new level of visibility. State
authorities organized the removal of most of the
predominately Afro-Brazilian resident population
all the while working to valorize the Afro-Brazil‐
ianness of the place through buildings, objects,
and select representative individuals deemed fit
for international tourism and capital. With the
neighborhood’s “undesirable” Afro-Bahian resi‐
dents out of the way, the long dream of revitaliz‐
ing Bahia’s centro as a “living museum” inched

closer toward its depopulated, monumental real‐
ization.[2]
This important story of race, urban renewal,
and historic preservation comprises the unifying
thread in John F. Collins’s impressive Revolt of the
Saints.[3] Drawn from his years in the Pelourinho
as an artisan and resident and later anthropolo‐
gist, his retelling of the contemporary reconstruc‐
tion of the Pelourinho is imaginative and uncon‐
ventional. Readers will not find a neatly packaged
tale of displacement filled with victimized but re‐
silient residents whose stories reveal the shortsightedness or duplicity of state preservation offi‐
cials. Some readers may well arrive at those types
of conclusions by the book’s end, but Collins out‐
lines and exercises a more complicated and ambi‐
tious project. That anthropological project is both
historical and about history, tied together with
three arguments concerning changes in racial for‐
mation in contemporary Bahia (and, to an extent,
Brazil more broadly), the co-production of racial
identity, and the premises and promises of
ethnography.
Collins enriches our understanding of con‐
temporary shifts in Bahian racial politics, espe‐
cially from the perspectives of Pelourinho resi‐
dents. A wave of re-Africanization in 1980s and
1990s Bahia helped generate a shift from a so-
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speak for itself by making Others speak” (p. 299).
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[3]. One might be tempted to distill the inter‐
twined elements of this story in the term “gentrifi‐
cation.” Collins employs the term in Revolt of the
Saints most often as a modifier for authorities, as
in the “state gentrification officials” (p. 168). In
any case, the book is certainly apt to inform de‐
bates about the meanings of this term and its
portability across time and space.
[4]. Oracy Nogueira, “Preconceito racial de
marca e preconceito racial de origem—sugestão
de um quadro de referência para a interpretação
do material sobre relações raciais no Brasil,” XXXI
Congresso Internacional de Americanistas, 1954.
The paper can be found in Tempo Social, revista
de sociologia da USP 19, no. 1 (November 2006):
287-308.
[5]. It is worth exploring further how this ar‐
gument relates to other recent work on changing
racial politics and ethnogenesis in the Northeast,
such as Jan Hoffman French’s Legalizing Identi‐
ties: Becoming Black or Indian in Brazil’s North‐
east (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2009).
Comparing these seemingly related processes, es‐
pecially across urban and rural contexts, will
prove interesting. See footnote 8 from chapter 6,
page 399, for Collins’s take on the matter.
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